The only folding stock adapter compatible with AR platform rifles

- Compatible with direct impingement or gas piston systems
- A2, carbine, mil spec or commercial buffer tubes and stocks
- Works with all standard bolt carrier groups: full or semi auto, from 5.56 to .308
- Ideal for low profile application of AR rifles in non-permissive environments
- Allows for reduced weapon profile for transport or storage with rapid deployment
- Unfold to fire in less than 1 second; no fine motor skills required

FUNCTION AND FEATURES

Retaining finger locks bolt in place when folded, preventing bolt carrier group from moving during transport or storage.

Simple one-button release folds the stock. To engage, just unfold and fire.

Shrouded button prevents accidental release.

Stock automatically locks into place, requiring no fine motor skills.

User ADJUSTABLE hinge tension holds stock in the folded position.

Bolt carrier extension locks internals when folded and maintains proper recoil operation when unfolded and ready to fire.

Rear portion of the adapter built to specifications of a standard receiver, ensuring maximum compatibility.

Does not affect gun function unfolded.

QUICK DETACH sling attachment point.

*Not designed to be fired when folded.

SPECIFICATIONS

Total Weight: 6.0 oz / .375 lbs
Adds 1.3 inches to length of pull

MANUFACTURING

CNC Machined
Hard-anodized
Aluminum housing
Steel locking latch/lug
Steel shoulder bolt
Steel bolt carrier extension

Made in the USA